
Our National website provides many useful tools to aid us in keeping our Auxiliaries 

healthy and viable. One tool being the “Healthy Auxiliary Checklist.” This checklist 

helps keep Auxiliaries on track with National deadlines. 

Let’s take a deeper look into what can actually determine an Auxiliary’s “health” as 

it pertains to everyday challenges. 

Are the meetings being held at an acceptable time in an accessible location 

What is the age progression of your Auxiliary’s active members? Meeting times can be adjusted 

accordingly keeping our elderly members as well as our working members in mind. 

Is your meeting location handicap accessible? Meeting locations can also be changed to assure 

this accommodation. 

Are all Officers present at monthly meetings 

Were officers put in place to fill a void, or are they committed to fulfilling their duties? Mentoring 

up and down the Auxiliary line really comes into play. Does a President share knowledge so their 

shoes can be readily stepped in, or is there a guarding of the “information is power theory?” Not 

only does that theory not work, but it has no place in our organization. As Officers we have no 

assumed “power” our roles are to lead by example. 

Are the Treasurer’s / Secretary’s books made readily available 

Big red flag, big red flag. Treasurer’s and Secretary books should always be made readily available 

for perusal by any member in good standing. District Presidents, having duly notified an Auxiliary 

President of your impending visit, what do you do if this information is not available? Do you 

politely ask why and explain that your visit will have to be rescheduled, or do you accept the 

reasoning offered and move along? Moving along may just perpetuate and ongoing situation that 

you have an opportunity to put an end to. Make your decision wisely. 

Are audits being done by the Trustees 

Another red flag flying freely in our midst. It is not acceptable for a Treasurer to do their own 

audit and simply have trustee’s sign it. That’s so important I’ll say it again, it is not acceptable for 

a Treasurer to do their own audit. Unfortunately, we have encountered this problem far too many 

times, and Auxiliaries are being left to weather the storm that could have been prevented. 

Are Chairman appointed and reporting 

Our programs and our reporting of them are the one chance we get to shine the line on ourselves 

and let the world know who we are and what we do. Every effort should be made to share them 

as far and wide as we can. Having one person solely responsible for this not only puts a burden 

on them, but can lessen the impact the program is intended to have. 



Are all members treated equally 

Equality and inclusion are paramount to an Auxiliary’s success. Have a division between the “old 

guard” and the newer members? Rule number one, respect goes a long way. Older members may 

be staunch in their ways and resistant to change, we need to respect the paths they’ve paved for 

us. At the same time older members need to realize the torch has got to passed before it goes 

out. Working together with a mutual respect regardless of age, sex, political affiliation, is 

something our Auxiliaries can certainly benefit from. 

Are discussions open and honest 

Are our members being heard? Do we hear new ideas and do the proverbial nod and smile or do 

we actually listen and take them seriously? Members that feel unheard, or their ideas and 

opinions unappreciated will invariably fade away. Who wouldn’t? Again acceptance, mentoring 

and leading are the best choice. 

Does the Auxiliary have an amendable relationship with it’s Post 

Most Auxiliaries do, some don’t. We need to keep in mind, we are here for them and because of 

them. They have earned and deserve our respect. Does this mean they run us, can insert 

themselves in our business, no. But their concerns and or insights should not be disregarded. If 

you have issues with your Post, please utilize your chain of command. There is no need to go toe-

to-toe with your Post leadership alone. You have a team behind you. 

Does the Auxiliary have representation at District meetings 

Last, but definitely not least do Auxiliary President’s attend District meetings or send a 

representative? District meetings are not just schools of instructions for Auxiliaries, but ways for 

them to share ideas, and for District Presidents to share information regarding Dept happenings. 

Our Auxiliaries need to know there is world outside of their own circle that they are welcomed, 

wanted and appreciated in. 


